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 It would have been enjoyable to have played hooky from church Advent I, but not 
out of wanton laziness or just to have a quiet morning with the paper and coffee.  
Sunday morning was a meteorological wonder. It would have been fascinating to watch 
the forecast unfold over the morning hours.  Columbia weather was pure pea soup as I 
was heading toward Chapin — gray, murky, drizzling, and dank with heavier rain and 
the possibility of storms on the way.  Yet the promise was for sunny skies and warm 
weather by the time Mt. Horeb’s folks would be going in peace to serve the Lord.  I 
arrived with the world shrouded in fog and rain.  I heard from arriving choir members 
that the rain was picking up.  I heard the downpour sometime during the liturgy, but by 
the time I had finished rehearsing with LMM singers after the liturgy for their December 
gala, I left humming “Nothin’ but blue skies do I see…”  The truth of the matter is that 
once arriving in the choir room, there’s not much chance of seeing what’s going on 
outside until the postlude’s done, the organ switched off, and the piano covered. 
 Christians often experience the life of faith and significant seasons of the church 
year – like Advent – as intermittent glimpses of glory.  There are the legendary good 
souls, as the saying goes, who are at church whenever the doors are open – it is our good 
fortune to know a few in our congregation. Their view of our common life of faith 
unfolding certainly has more continuity than mine.  However, the rest of us often 
consciously encounter faithful living as occasional opportunities like the old weekly 
television shows before network streaming allowed for binge watching whenever we 
want.  Truth be told, we may show up for church for an hour or so each week the way we 
used to tune in to The Lawrence Welk Show Saturday evenings at 9 PM (later at 8:30) 
or Big Bang Theory on Thursday nights.  Such ingrained patterns might well shape how 
we experience and understand the life of faith, too.  
 Advent is a case in point.  Officially it is a period of four weeks, each crowned by a 
Sunday robed in blue (for others, purple) plus a few days depending on Christmas Eve’s 
arrival.  On the liturgical calculator that works out to twenty-eight days and occasionally 
a few more.  Nevertheless, folks’ experience of the season is more likely to be four 
Sunday mornings with a few other seasonal events thrown in.  Thus, we learn to know 
Advent as four separate worship services.  We become interested in naming the four 
candles which mark Advent Sundays, highlighting shepherds, prophets, and a few 
others, or we might label the candles hope, peace, joy, and love.  Our Advent Wreath has 
a lovely hanging expressing those virtues, but they aren’t necessarily identical to other 
congregations’ ideas about the candles.  What we really have are four stop-action frames 
of those Gospel-laden twenty-eight-plus days of holy watching and waiting.  We miss the 
deeper rhythms of God’s time of grace gradually but persistently unfolding. 
 On Thanksgiving my older Charleston nephew and wife expressed surprise at 
their small children’s recent school pictures: “Because we see them all the time, it was 
surprising how much they have changed in one year.  We just didn’t notice.”  I suspect 
they do notice but at a much deeper level of recognition.  They take appropriate time 
with the children, encouraging them, finding interesting things to do as a family, and 
instilling the traditional Southern virtues of politeness and consideration – “Yes, ma’am; 
please; thank you…” while curtailing tantrums and insisting they have high marks for 
playing well with others.  Such formation and growth can’t be accomplished easily were 



the parents only present an hour or so a week.  Parents who have grueling schedules, 
who must travel frequently, or are single or divorced know the trying frustrations of not 
always being able to be present to their children or to other family members and friends.  
Supportive, enduring relationships demand investment and commitment so we do what 
we can to be present and engaged. 
 Neither is Advent fulfilled by those four separate Sunday mornings each playing a 
variation on the theme of waiting and watching.  Rather, the Sundays are significant 
moments within Advent’s unfolding which comment on, rehearse, and chart our journey 
of faith toward Bethlehem’s manger and beyond during the all the days of Advent.  An 
eighteenth-century orchestra in Mannheim, Germany affords us a creative image for 
considering Advent’s emphasis on preparation and time’s unfolding.  Elector Karl III 
Philip was determined to establish one of the most significant orchestras in Europe by 
hiring the best virtuosi musicians he could while decidedly expanding the orchestra’s 
size.  Johann Stamitz, Bohemian composer and conductor, was appointed to help the 
ensemble reach its full potential.  It became one of the most disciplined and versatile 
musical groups of the age, impressing and influencing no less than Wolfgang Mozart 
and his father Leopold as well as Joseph Haydn.  The orchestra perfected what was then 
a new performance and compositional technique – a long crescendo by the full 
ensemble. They learned to pace themselves in a flawless and gradual increase of 
volume and intensity [i.e., crescendo] which utterly amazed folks.  They perfected other 
spiffy musical feats in their spare time, too. 
 Advent is about pacing ourselves as a community in a gradual crescendo of 
preparation, sharing, praying, watching, and waiting, inviting any we meet to join us in 
expectation of God’s coming.  The Advent Wreath doesn’t represent only four glimpses 
of glory but an ever-expanding symbol of growing light, the gradual, subtle brightening 
of Christ’s light in this dark and dying world. That IS its point, no matter what we might 
name the candles.  We’re called as well to be a part of that brightening glow because God 
asks us to carry Christ’s light daily into the world. A midwestern Lutheran seminary 
brought out a mega-wreath of candles each Advent (and may still do so) with a candle 
for every day of the holy season.  There is no mistaking then the light’s crescendo in this 
season of preparation, fully revealed on Christmas Eve when congregations around the 
globe light candles while singing Franz Gruber and Joseph Mohr’s Silent Night. 
 Last Sunday’s First Advent murky morning of fog and dismal dank offers insight 
into what God is up to in this holy season.  It was in truth a depressing trip up the 
Mount in the drizzle and it only got worse as the morning wore on.  Then the Great 
Breeze came up and by the time we departed, blue skies were seen with warmer air 
blowing in to clear the clouds.  Advent is God’s crescendo of the Spirit’s gale force wind 
blowing away the world’s brokenness and fear, lightening life’s suffering so that we 
might be ready to receive the Christ who “…comes on clouds descending [ELW 435].” 


